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Editorial

The future is here and now

T
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his is a very special edition of Ibracon’s Revista Transparência that brings
the complete coverage of the 7th Brazilian Conference on Accounting
and Independent Auditing held by the Institute in June this year.
The meeting, which attracted more than 800 participants from
various parts of the Country, had as the prominent topic ethics and new
technologies, addressing also the practical application of the New Auditor’s
Report, Noclar-Response to Noncompliance with Laws and Regulations
and the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
The 7th Conference made it clear that Accounting professionals are
fundamental elements in the reconstruction of the ethical values of
our country. We live in an era marked by both globalization and the
increased demand for transparency of the institutions. Therefore, the
preponderance of ethics and fairness in the public expenditure and
capital flow controls, as well as the interaction between the public and
private sectors, are among the main priorities of our profession.
As said by Matt Waldron, Technical director of the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (Iaasb), even walking towards
complete digitalization of the audit process, “there will always be a
need for an experienced auditor to evaluate and validate the data and
conclusions”. And, for Ibracon, professionals are the foundation of
building a more ethical and transparent country.
Waldron also points out that the important thing is that digitalization
always come to add quality to the audit. And our Conference showed that
we are on the right path, working for the strengthening of the independent
audit role in the market and in society.
Be sure to read the informative interview with Fabio Coelho, President
of Previc (Brazilian Superintendence for Pension Funds), in which he
talks about the entity’s 2017-2018 Action Plan and advocates for the
expansion of preventive action and greater regulatory modernization.
And, speaking of new technologies, it is worth reading the article
Bitcoins: tax, criminal and economic risks of virtual currencies, from
professor Ricardo Britto, doctor of Business Administration from FEA/
USP and director of the International Business School (IBS) Americas.
Meet the profile of Márcio Shimomoto, President of Sescon-SP
(Association of Accounting Service and Advisory, Expert Witness,
Information and Research Firms of the State
of São Paulo) and Aescon São Paulo (Association of Accounting
Service Firms of the State of São Paulo), who speaks, among other things,
about the belief in accounting as a tool for the Country’s transformation.
These are just some of the topics in this issue.
Good read!
Idésio Coelho
IBRACON’S PRESIDENT
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INTERVIEW

We seek the
strengthening of
the role of internal,
independent
and carried out
by public
entities audit
Fabio Coelho, President of
Previc, talks about the entity’s
2017-2018 Action Plan and
advocates for the expansion of
preventive action and regulatory
modernization

W

hen he assumed the Office
of President of the National
Superintendence for Pension
Funds (Previc), at the beginning of 2017,
Fábio Coelho had a certainty: it was
time to modernize processes and take
measures to drastically reduce the corruption risks.
And, already in the first months of
his management, important initiatives began to take shape. One of them
was the creation of the Systemically
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Important Entities (ESI) category, in which the larger pension funds fall under.
Grouped under this acronym, institutions like Funcef (Caixa Econômica Federal), Postalis (Correios), Petros (Petrobras) and Previ (Banco do Brasil) begun
to be supervised and to follow specific criteria for the disclosure of financial
information.
In turn, Instruction No. 6 set new
procedures for the process of licensing
pension fund managers. It establishes,
for example, that the requirement for issuance of License Certificate before taking role will be restricted to members
of the Executive Board – and, in the
case of ESI, the requirement will be extended to the members of the Supervisory Board and Advisory Board.

Both standards will be in force only
in 2018 and, per Coelho, “they aim to
enhance the supervision model of these entities, with a focus differentiated
from those that are considered systemically important.”
The current President of Previc is a
civil engineer, with a master’s degree in
Public Sector Economics from the University of Brasilia and in Finance from
the Coppead Administration Institute
of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. He was Chief of Staff to the Director of Institutional Relations and Citizenship of the Central Bank Economic
Department and, before assuming as
President of Previc, served as director
of Actuarial, Accounting and Economic
Affairs of the institution. He was also
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general coordinator of Actuarial, Accounting and Economic Researches.
Next, he talks about his plans for the
2017-2018 biennium and explains how
he intends to strengthen audits – whether they are internal, independent or
carried out by public entities.
RT – what are the main objectives of
Previc’s 2017-2018 Action plan?
Fábio Coelho - The Action Plan seeks to
strengthen the system’s credibility and
security. The idea is to expand preventive actions and contribute to the regulatory modernization and strengthening
of the supervision.
RT – The Action Plan brings together
measures that seek to strengthen the

THE NEW INSTRUCTIONS
CONSOLIDATE THE RISKBASED SUPERVISORY
MODEL, PRIORITIZING
REGULATORY
PROPORTIONALITY,
PROMOTING THE
PREVENTIVE
CHARACTER AND
IMPROVING RISK
MANAGEMENT
IN ENTITIES

defense lines of benefit plans’ health,
through aspects such as regulatory incentives, leadership qualification and
punitive process. Can you explain what
is provided for in its four pillars of activity – Regulation, Prudential Supervision, Institutional Relationship and Corporate Management?
FC – In short, we can say that the Regulation pillar provides for the implementation of modernization proposals,
simplification and review of relevant regulations, in addition to regulatory incentives adjustment. The second pillar,
Prudential Supervision, aims at improving the Previc’s supervisory model,
with a differentiated focus on systemically important entities. Institutional
Relationship intends to make a strategic approach with supervisors, control
bodies, market players and international bodies. Finally, the Corporate Management pillar aims at training of teams
and review of organizational processes,
with use of technology and improved
productivity.
RT – What are the axes of Instructions
Nos. 5, 6 and 7, published on May 29,
2017? To what extent they set clear differences between Closed Supplementary Pension Entities (EFPC) and Systemically Important Entities (ESI)?
FC – The new instructions consolidate the Risk-Based Supervisory model, prioritizing regulatory proportionality, promoting the preventive character
and improving risk management in entities. Previc Instruction No. 5 defined the
concept of Systemically Important Entity, from the sum of the mathematical
reserves of their benefit plans that exceed 1% of the total reserves of all entities, in addition to the public servant
entities, whose sum of reserves exceed
5% of their segment’s entities.
Instruction No. 6 instituted new procedures for licensing managers, with
SEPTEMBER 2017
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the extension of the License Certificate requirement to members of the supervisory board and advisory board
of ESIs. And Instruction No. 7 has determined that these entities should remain subject to continuous supervision,
strengthening the system’s security and
optimizing resources, without prejudice to any other criteria established by
Previc’s Supervisory and Monitoring
Program.
RT – What efforts will be made to improve the audit work? From what we
have seen in the press, there is an intention to make them partners in supervision. How is that intended to be done?
FC - We seek the strengthening of the
role of internal, independent and carried out by public entities audit. We will
propose to the National Council of Supplementary Pension Plans (CNPC) a
resolution that regulates the provision of
independent auditing services at EFPCs, with the certification of professionals in an examination prepared by the
Federal Accounting Council (CFC), in
conjunction with Ibracon, and the maintenance of the registration in the National Registry of Independent Auditors (CNAI), with continuous education
program.
RT – Will there be a change in the audit reports’ scope?
FC - The draft provides that the independent auditors shall send to Previc
reports that comprise the financial statements, the deficiencies identified during the audit work and the adequacy
of internal controls to the risks borne by
entities, as well as recommendations to
address these deficiencies. These reports are usually prepared by the audit
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and address the scopes based on Brazilian Accounting Standards - Audit Techniques (NBC TA), issued by the Federal Accounting Council (CFC), and in
guidelines issued by Ibracon.

service provider and the counterpart,
monitoring of legal contingency, reconciliation of contingent processes estimates with the accounting records and
the benefit plans viability.

RT – What about Systemically Important Entities? Will there be any additional requirement?
FC – For the 17 ESIs, there will be a
detailed report of specific internal control, more robust, with observations on
the effectiveness of the control activities of the process of evaluation and in-

RT – Is there any regulatory proposal
for the Audit Committee?
FC – Yes. our proposal includes a set
of minimum assignments for the audit
committee, professional requirements,
periodic reports and term of office for
its members” The idea is for this instance to be mandatory for ESIs.

OUR PROPOSAL
INCLUDES A SET
OF MINIMUM
ASSIGNMENTS FOR
THE AUDIT COMMITTEE,
PROFESSIONAL
REQUIREMENTS,
PERIODIC REPORTS
AND TERM OF OFFICE
FOR ITS MEMBERS

vestment decision-making, governance
structure, segregation of duties, approval levels of the decision-making process and observation of the standards
of actuarial and economic security. The
report should also address the adherence of resources management to the
standards in force, assessment of potential conflict of interest between the

RT – What, exactly, will be the duties
and responsibilities of the Strategic
Oversight Committee (COES), created
through Decree number 692/2017?
FC – The Committee will define Previc’s guidelines and strategies for
driving processes related to monitoring, prevention and mitigation of
risks inherent in the closed supplementary pension plan system, especially those which can cause systemic
risks. Additionally, it is COES’ responsibility to issue recommendations for
driving processes related to preservation of the system’s regular operation, determine the conducting of
studies, researches and work on risk
prevention, guide Previc’s performance on the Committee for the Regulation and Supervision of Financial, Capital Markets, Insurance, Pension Plan
and Capitalization (Coremec) Markets.
And, also, approving the information
that will be disclosed in the Supplementary Pension Plan Stability Report
(REP). We will expand the scope of our
supervision, incorporating the prospective risk analysis, in addition to the
existing supervision.

cre•di•bi •li •da •de
(substantivo feminino)

Do latim CREDIBILITAS ou CREDIBILITATIS.
Qualidade de ser crível. Que se pode crer,
acreditável. Característica de quem conquista
confiança – que possui crédito. O contrário de
incredibilidade.
2 Fortalecer a confiança em toda a rede de
relacionamentos é fundamental para o futuro da sua
empresa. Para conquistar a credibilidade do mercado,
é importante adotar uma abordagem abrangente de
gestão de informações, incentivando laços
duradouros, minimizando os riscos internos,
externos e do dia a dia, e explorando ainda mais as
oportunidades. Tudo isso só pode ser alcançado com
total transparência.
1

Termos relacionados:

Fortalecer a credibilidade e a transparência, proteger ativos
de informação.
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OUTSOURCING

hat types of services can be dele- increases legal certainty for all parties involgated to an outsourced company? ved” he says.
If the company that I hired does not
Although more flexible, the new legislation
fulfill its obligations properly, do I run some risk
brings a series of rules and restrictions that
of being held responsible? It is true that com- must be carefully observed by hiring parties –
panies can fire employees and rehire them as
and also by auditors and consultants.
legal entities?
“The first and main change is to allow outThese are some of the many questions
sourcing, including of the company’s core acsurrounding the hiring of outsourcing servi- tivity. In other words: since the law entered
ces in Brazil. But the good news is that the
into force, any activity of a company can be
Law No. 13,429, approved on March 31, 2017, outsourced” explains Sergio Schwartsman, a
simplified some guidelines and made clearer Labor Law expert. “Before, only the so called
what is allowed and what is not.
basic activities could be outsourced and the“Before, what governed this type of ac- re was always a great discussion about what
tivity was the Digest 331, which left several
basic activities and core activities are” he says.
gaps and give rise to multiple interpretations” “Now, the discussion is over. The company is
says Elton Batalha, professor of Law at Uni- free to outsource whatever it wants.”
versidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie in São
Schwartsman points out, however, that
Paulo. “The new law is clearer and therefore
the new legislation lays down the indispensable requirements for the outsourced company to work: “It must have registration and
a compatible relationship between capital volume and number of employees. This is important so that the company can pay potential labor and social security debts” completes
Elton Batalha.
Batalha recommends companies to not
consider letting go of employees currently employed under CLT (Brazilian Labor Code) to
rehire them under MEI (individual entrepreneurs): “There is a bond period of 18 months between the time an employee leaves the
company and the time that he can be rehired as a legal entity, whether as a partner or
employee of an outsourced company, or as
MEI. Trying to circumvent this rule is fraud” he
alerts. “In addition, there cannot be a reporting relationship between the hiring party and
the outsourced labor. If there is reporting level
Elton Batalha
and working hours to be fulfilled, and if these
Photo: personal file

Three Labor
Law experts
explain how the
new law works
and point out
aspects requiring
greater attention

Outsourcing: ask
your questions
W
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requirement”. In this way, the job can be
done by any of the service provider’s employees. “The hiring party may not require the
work of a specific professional” says Fiesp’s
legal director.

Sergio Schwartsman

demands are being made and charged by the
hiring party, then we do not have an outsourcing of service, but an employer-employee relationship in disguise” he notes.
“The worker must take orders exclusively
from his employer” reinforces the legal executive director of the Federation of Industries of
the State of São Paulo (Fiesp), Luciana Freire. “The company that provides outsourcing
services is the one to keep track of working
hours and pay the employee’s salary. If these bonds are being held personally between
the worker and the hiring company, the latter
may be subject to labor lawsuits and be forced to recognize the employment relationship”
says the lawyer.
“That is, if an outsourced worker has been
coming late to work, the hiring party cannot call his attention nor punish him. it must
communicate the fact to the outsourced company, so that it alerts the employee” explains
Schwartsman.
Another key point, per Luciana Freire, is that the provision of outsourced services should not meet the “personhood

TRAPS
In Luciana Freire’s evaluation, with the new
legal provisions published by Laws 13,429/17
(which deals with outsourcing) and 13,467/17
(labor reform), there is greater legal certainty
for companies that hire outsourced workers.
“But it is always important that service providers
are reputable legal entities
Per Law No. 13,429/17, the capital
and that the hiring party
of the service company must be
make sure that labor and
compatible with the number of
social security obligations
employees, in accordance with the
of the service provider are
following parameters:
being actually fulfilled” unCompanies with up to ten employees:
derlines the lawyer.
minimum capital of R$ 10,000.00.
“If the payment of the laCompanies with more than 10 and
bor obligations of the outup to 20 employees: minimum capital
sourced workers, such as
of R$ 25,000.00.
salary, INSS (social security
contribution) and FGTS (seCompanies with more than 20 and
verance pay fund), vacation
up to 50 employees: minimum capital
and benefits, are not being
of R$ 45,000.00.
made by the service proCompanies with more than 50 and
vider just like the law says,
up to 100 employees: minimum capital
joint and several liability may
of R$ 100,000.00.
rest on the hiring party” warns Sergio Schwartsman.
Companies with more than 100
But even in these cases,
employees: minimum capital
legal certainty is greater now
of R$ 250,000.00.
than during the previous leSOURCE: Sergio Schwartsman,
gislation: “For example, it
Labor Law expert.
became clear that the hiring party is only jointly and severally liable
for the period the worker has rendered services to it. Before, there was not this provision
and there have been cases in which the Justice ordered the hiring party to pay for the entire period of the worker’s bond with the service provider, even if he had provided services

•
•
•
•
•
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Luciana Freire

to the defendant only during part of that period” says Elton Batalha.
Thus, joint and several liability occurs only
in the absence of the hired firm-if it is bankrupt,
for example.
“IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT
REDUCING COSTS”
Per Sergio Schwartsman, there is a trend to
interpret the outsourcing practice as a means
to reduce a company’s operating costs. He
believes, however, that this is just one of the
reasons that may lead a manager to make
that decision.
“It is possible that the company is seeking improvements in quality and productivity, transferring to experts some stages of
the process” he suggests. “Let us take as an
example the painting of buildings in civil construction. This type of work perhaps could be
done by employees of the construction company itself. But, if the outsourced company is
a specialist in that type of work, it is very likely that it counts with more qualified people,
who will deliver a better result in less time”
says the lawyer.
If the new law enhances legal certainty, gives no room for the precariousness of work
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relationships and can provide, for companies,
better cost-benefit ratio in hiring services, why
is that it was harshly criticized by some sectors of society then?
One of the main concerns would be the
so-called “pejotização” of companies. Per
Schwartsman, “pejotização” is a term used
in Labor Law to refer to the hiring of services performed by individuals, “in a subordinate manner, not often and costly, performed
through a legal entity set up especially for this
purpose, in an attempt to disguise an eventual
employment relationship”. Outsourcing however is a form of structural organization in which a company transfers to another company
part of its activities.
“The change in the Outsourcing Law and
the Labor Reform, which will enter into force
in November, does not give carte blanche to
any type of fraud nor allow the so-called ‘pejotização’” reiterates Schwartsman.
Even so, in June this year, the Attorney
General of the Republic, Rodrigo Janot, filed
a lawsuit at the Supreme Federal Court (STF)
asking for the suspension of the Outsourcing
Law. He argues that the House of Representatives has not fulfilled a request by the Executive Branch, to withdraw from the bill’s agenda that was used as basis for the drafting of
the approved text.
“There was no deliberation, by the House
of Representative, about the requirement for
withdrawal of the legislative proposal, made
by its author, the President of the Republic,
before the conclusive vote” asserts Janot, in
an excerpt from the lawsuit. And the lack of
assessment of such request, per the attorney
general, was unconstitutional. The lawsuit will
be reported by Justice Gilmar Mendes.
“But the lawsuit filed by the attorney general Rodrigo Janot was not judged and has
not obtained an injunction to suspend the effects of the law” warns Schwartsman. “And,
so, for now, what is written in the law, which
entered into force on March 31, is valid” guarantees the specialist.
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Ethics and technology
featured at the 7th
Brazilian Conference
on Accounting and
Independent Ibracon’s
Auditing
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The 7th Conference
on Accounting and
Independent Auditing,
held by Ibracon Institute of Independent
Auditors of Brazil, took
place in São Paulo,
on June 26 and 27
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O

ver two days, 37 experts – among
speakers, exhibitors and debaters, Brazilian and foreigner –
addressed topics such as disruptive
technologies; the practical application
of the New Auditor’s Report; the Noclar
standard; the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) and
the IFRS updates. At the opening of the
event, the President of Ibracon, Idésio
Coelho, said that Accounting professionals are key parts in the construction
of a more ethical country. He pointed
out that the longing for more transparent attitudes was never as strong in the
country as today.
“Among the priorities are included, without doubt, the preponderance
of ethics and fairness in the control of
public spending and capital flows, as
well as the interaction between the private and public sectors. Such advance
is essential, because there is no development and democratic fullness when
there is corruption”, the president of
Ibracon emphasized.
“Issues related to traceability of capital flows, the use of electronic forms
of payments and transfers of resources, including the increasing use of virtual currencies, deserve ours, regulators
and legislators’ attention”, he said. “The
issue of money laundering, corruption
and actions that violate free competition

Digital
intelligence:yes,
it is real!
Who is Watson?
Answer: Of course, it is IBM’s
artificial intelligence tool.

A

ccording to the business administrator and Watson’s executive at
IBM Brazil, Guilherme Novaes Procopio
de Araujo, who gave the lecture “Digital Age Trends”, the Watson tool has the
potential to revolutionize several areas.
In health, for example, it has helped
to research treatments for cancer. It
has also been applied in agribusiness,
e-commerce and other fields.
During the Ibracon’s 7th Conference, Araujo made live demonstrations
with Watson, and recalled that the machine depends on human intelligence
to work properly. “Structured data are

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri

Idésio Coelho

remain acute concerns and our profession has an important role in mitigating
this corrosive process” he added.
“Our expectation is that the consistent content of the Conference’s programming actually contributes for all of
you who face the challenges that the
own development of our activity imposes upon us. Facing and overcoming them is crucial, because the society
expects a lot from us in Brazil’s ethical
transformation process” the president
of Ibracon said in closing.
Yet at the opening ceremony, the
president of the Federal Accounting
Council (CFC), José Martonio Alves
Coelho, said that the ties of the two
entities - CFC and Ibracon - are increasingly strengthened. “We’ve been

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri
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FULL
COVERAGE

José Martonio Alves Coelho

dedicated to valuable joint activities, in
order to raise the technical and scientific level of the Brazilian accountant,
especially in the independent auditing
area” he said.
As examples of this partnership, he
mentioned actions related to the Accounting Pronouncements Committee, the development of the Technical
Qualification Examination and Continued Professional Education.

Guilherme Araújo

understood only by humans and the
contents placed in Watson should be
‘auditable’,” he added noting that, after
the tool ‘learns’, it becomes able to interact with people.
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Digital audit

T

here has never been so much data
available worldwide. But to what
extent do we know how to work with
them? Matt Waldron, International
Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB) technical director, addressed the growing use of technology in auditing activity and mentioned some important conclusions
of the Data Analytics Working Group
(DAWG), from IAASB, a data analytics working group which works since
2015.
He mentioned, during the Conference, the challenges that need to be
overcome - for example, in the relationship of investors with audit committees.
“In many cases, the entity’s data are required by the auditor and, in addition to
dealing with natural concerns about security and privacy, he needs sufficient
infrastructure to store and process the
information, which can be a big challenge due to the data’s size and volume”
the speaker said.
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“There will always be a need for
an experienced auditor to validate
data and conclusions”

I

n this exclusive interview to Revista
Transparência, Matt Waldron deepened several points of his lecture at
the conference.

RT – The world is moving forward
in the digitalization process. How
can this trend revolutionize the audit
process?
MW – I do not believe we will advance
towards full digitalization in the audit
process. There will always be a need
for an experienced auditor to evaluate and validate data and conclusions.
What matters, today, is to address
digitalization from the perspective of
how these new technologies add to
the quality of the audit forwarded to
the investor and the other user communities. It is, above all, a matter of
raising the quality. This will be the
main benefit to revolutionize audit.
RT – In Brazil, many auditing firms are
small or medium-sized. How should
they prepare for a new age, in which
digital intelligence will play a determining role?
MW – Clearly, small and medium-sized firms are at a disadvantage for not having the same resources of the big firms to invest in
developing new technologies. However, some companies have developed data analytics software that
can be used by these smaller firms
- so I suggest that these small entrepreneurs pay attention to these
solutions. One of the benefits is that

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri

In the presentation, it was clear that
Watson - that in our country, took a female voice and is called “Isabela” - can
be very helpful in auditing and accounting. The speaker formulated, for example, some questions about Digital Accounting Bookkeeping, and requested
a table with the domestic ICMS (state
VAT) rates of all Brazilian states. The answers came in a few seconds.
“We are living in an age in which digital engagement prevails. Increasingly,
companies need to have several service channels for their customers. It is
essential, for any modern organization,
to remain aligned with the new technologies”, concluded Araújo, noting also
that Watson is customizable and very
affordable.

Matt Waldron

small and medium-sized companies
can be seen using new technologies - which, let us say, is now expected by the audit users of firms
of any size.
RT – Describe what awaits us in the
immediate future and in the medium
and long term.
MW – It’s a good question. I think the
changes will continue to happen at an
accelerated pace. Now, how this will
happen, exactly, I cannot say.
RT – What international accounting
and auditing entities can do to accelerate the expansion of digital audit?
MW – The more international organizations can share and learn from
common experiences, more digital audit will be boosted. These experiences may be based on findings
from regulatory inspections, customer interactions, discussions with audit
committees (those charged with governance) and so on.

He also noted that there are legal
and regulatory challenges, ranging from
concerns about data security and privacy, to those about laws and jurisdictional regulations.

The future
of audit and the
new skills

D
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igital audit, topic of the lecture given by Matt Waldron, IAASB’s Technical director, and the digital age trends,
addressed in the lecture of Guilherme
Novaes Procopio de Araújo, Watson’s
executive at IBM Brazil, were the subject of a debate that also counted with
the participation of the president of Sescon-SP and Aescon-SP, Márcio Massao Shimomoto; the Technical director
of Ibracon, Rogério Garcia, and André
Luiz Caccavo Miguel, deputy head of
the Department of Financial System
Monitoring of the Central Bank of Brazil (BCB). The panel was moderated by

the chairman of Ibracon’s Board of Directors, Eduardo Pocetti.
Caccavo explained how central
banks worldwide, and particularly the
Brazilian Central Bank, have been looking to consolidate and interpret the vast
amount of data available (Big Data). “In
the case of BCB, the interest in the topic is not restricted to the IT department”
he said. The search for a Big Data solution began to be implemented by the
end of 2015, with the identification
of an analytical solution able to manage the large amount of data generated by the Credit Information, Brazilian
Payments, Capital Markets Monitoring,
Foreign Exchange and Payments Balance Systems, among others. “We’re
talking about 19 billion data records, a
part of them being structured and the
other not” Caccavo said.
The impact of new technologies
on accounting firms was the topic addressed by Márcio Shimomoto. “Sped
was a milestone from which the Tax
Authorities automated more and more.
This was beneficial for the market because, in the past, people did not care

Discussion on digital age trends and digital audit
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Márcio Shimomoto

much about the quality of accounting
information” he said, also noting that
the Tax Authorities have human and
technological resources usually much
higher than those of companies. “Then
came the Electronic Invoice and, next
year, the cycle will close with e-Social. We should reflect on how the Tax
Authorities have been working. I also
notice that this large amount of data,
structured and unstructured, scares
us. Maybe these new tools will make
the difference, allowing us to better
manage this large volume of information” he said.
Rogério Garcia, in turn, raised the
possibility that the traditional auditing
and accounting firms may be replaced
by future start-ups. “Today, we have
many manual processes; moreover,
we rely too much on sampling, but
the use of technologies should change
that” he said. “Similarly, the experience
and the ‘tenure’ hierarchy, shall lose
room to other attributes. According to
several researches, the ability to problem-solving, critical thinking and creativity are shown to be the three most
desirable skills for 2020. We need to
bear this in mind” he said. And concluded: “technology will continue to
move. It is not a fad”.
SEPTEMBER 2017
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investigations have shown us that large “This was made possible thanks to the
companies have kept whole depart- Atlas system, which allows us to cross
ments devoted to the payment of kick- a multitude of data and detect fraud evbacks?” the prosecutor asked.
idence” he noted.
Pozzobon also said that any serious
The Panel’s mediation was made by
professional should dismiss the client it- Tadeu Cendón, Ibracon’s Professional
self when suspected fraud is confirmed. Development director.
The panel also had the participation
of Carlos Eduardo Pellegrini, Federal
he prosecutor of the Federal Attor- Police (ADPF) Chief, and Marlon Jabney’s Office (MPF), Roberson Hen- bur, who is a fraud investigation partner
in an independent auditing firm.
rique Pozzobon, was the first panelist
“Big Data analytics by Forensic Data
at “Information Intelligence in the DigiAnalytics (FDA) tools aids in detecting
tal Age” held at the opening day of the
aulo Carvalho and Paulo Peppe,
fraud, bribery and other indications of
7th Brazilian Conference on Accounting
both partners of auditing firms,
irregularities, strengthening the com- participated in the panel on “Small and
and Independent Auditing, promoted
panies’ compliance plans” said Jabbur. Medium-sized Auditing Firms (FAPMP)
by Ibracon.
Pellegrini said that, more import- Compliance” during the Ibracon’s
“The auditor has the challenge of deant than to jail the corrupt ones, would 7th Conference. The mediation was
ciding what to do after identifying fraud
be to recover the amounts diverted. made by Mônica Foerster, Ibracon’s
evidence” he said. “To whom should
He also demonstrated how an invest- FAPMP director.
he report it? To the Financial Activities
ment of R$ 40 million, made in the inControl Board (COAF)? Some public
Per Carvalho, “the quality is really
agency? The contracting party? And
vestigation of funds misappropriation, what will ensure that firms survive the
how to do it, if the Lava Jato Operation
has allowed the recovery of R$40 billion. challenges, face competition from large
firms and are not harmed by the advance of the so-called disruptive technologies”. He pointed out that new
technological tools are transforming
the market and, therefore, “the reputation and credibility of firms are their
main asset.”
Paulo Carvalho also stressed the
importance of the country to count on
solid institutions: “In 1967, a group of
researchers began tracking the development of two countries which, at the
time, were at very similar levels: Ghana
and South Korea” he said. “Today we
see the huge differences between the
two countries. The study did not conclude, as the common sense can assume, that the big difference is due to
investments in education made by the
South Koreans. The truth is that the
strength of Korea’s institutions was the
major factor” he said.
In turn, Paulo Peppe bluntly criticized
the firms that do not follow best
Intelligence Information Panel in the Digital Age participants

Information
intelligence
and combating
corruption

Auditing firms’
compliance

T
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Regulatory Compliance Panel for Small and Medium–Sized Auditing Firms - FAPMP

practices, adopt unfair competition, accept lowering of fees and, often, even
maintain a second “facade” name, not
subject to CVM (Brazilian Securities and
Exchange Commission).
“The term compliance derives from
the verb to comply, which means acting according to a rule, an internal instruction, a command or a request.
Therefore, to be in compliance means
the same as being in compliance with
external and internal laws and regulations” he said.
Marco Aurélio Cunha de Almeida,
Registry vice-president of the Federal
Accounting Council (CFC), participated
in the Panel representing the “regulation
side” and was also emphatic in defending the existing regulatory set. “In auditing firms, the management requirements are also a reality” he said, noting
that “regulatory compliance is a requirement for all types of companies, of different sizes and branches of operation.”

The capital
market and the
importance of
transparency

P

articipant of the opening of the second day of Ibracon’s Conference,
Leonardo Pereira, who was the President of CVM until July of this year, said
that, when assuming the position in November 2012, he was already sure that
one of the priority issues for the market is accounting and how the topic is
handled within companies.
“Accounting is important to establish
a reliable business environment in micro
and macro scale, and Brazil took a big
step with the IFRS implementation”, he
affirmed. “But modernization also imposed new challenges, such as the discussion about substance versus form.

Leonardo Pereira and Idésio Coelho

We don’t need 300 pages’ reports, but
of solid and clearly presented information, that people can actually read and
understand” he said.
Per Pereira, the new technologies,
addressed during the first day of the
Ibracon’s 7th Conference, may exert
positive impact on the way we deal with
information. “We can’t simply transform
ourselves into data custodians that we
can’t even interpret. We must maintain
a mature, constructive dialogue. After
all, there is no capital market without
transparency” he said. “I believe it is almost impossible to talk about transparency without considering the issue of
financial statements. Transparency cannot be last in the list of priorities. In fact,
it is the priority” he concluded.

Ipsas, Public
Sector
Accounting
What is good for the private sector
does not work the same way for the
public sector and vice versa.

T

his was one of the conclusions presented by the Accounting Standards
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Bruno Mangualde

Communication, pointed out that the
adherence to Ipsas is positive for the
interaction between the countries.
Zulmir Ivânio Breda, Technical vice
president of the Federal Accounting Council (CFC), noted that, every
two years, when accounts are rendered to the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), it can be
noted that the country is well positioned regarding the auditing standards convergence and the adoption
of IPSAS. “On the other hand, the educational part, regarding the professional’s preparation, still needs improvement. The problem is that, in
Brazil, these issues are subordinated
to public education agencies, which
do not always understand the industry needs” says Breda.
The Accounting director of the Treasury Office of Santa Catarina, Graziela
Meincheim, talked at the panel about
her experience with Ipsas implementation in Brazil. Check out, in the chart,
her full report.
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and Procedures coordinator of the
National Treasury Secretariat (STN),
Bruno Ramos Mangualde, who participated in the Panel “Public Sector Accounting (Ipsas)”, during the Ibracon’s
7th Conference.
He started from the principle that
public sector is not intended to profit.

But, he pointed out: “this has not prevented governments and public authorities to bet in practices that are typical
of business management to improve its
performance”.
Magualde pointed out that there
is a clear trend on the part of governments to adopt IPSAS, designed by the
International Public Sector Accounting
Standards Board (Ipsasb). “The need
for greater transparency and alignment
with global accounting standards is a
one-way street” he stressed. Today, the
Brazilian citizen can have access to detailed information on the budgetary and
financial management. “This is a right
guaranteed by law. The Brazilian Public Sector Accounting and Tax Information System (Siconfi) project, from the
National Treasury Secretariat, seeks to
structure a system that brings together, in the same environment, accounting and tax information of all federated
entities” he said.
The panel’s mediator, Francisco Sant’Anna, Ibracon’s director of

Ipsas Panel, Public Sector Accounting
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Graziela Meincheim, Accounting
director of the Treasury Office
of Santa Catarina.

T

he State of Santa Catarina has
been working hard to monitor the
whole process of convergence with
International Public Sector Accounting Standards.
To reach the current stage, the
work has been developed based on
institutional strengthening, through
a qualified team of accountants;
in systems management; and the
adoption of procedures of convergence to Ipsas.
One of the essential points in
this process was the development
of the Integrated Planning and Fiscal Management System (SIGEF), a
modern mechanism, capable of allowing the consolidation of accounts in real time, in addition to maintaining expenditure, contract, public
debt, and entity transfer controls,
among others.
In 2010, observing the regulations for the adoption of the new rules, a working group, GTCON, was
created devoted full time to check
and make adaptations to the new
chart of accounts, the new events
table and system routines to generate the smallest possible impact to
users. Two years later, from a joint
work with the tax area, tax credits
receivable were recognized, based
on monthly documentary support
reports.

After this first step in the convergence process, the efforts were focused on the implementation of the
Equity Accounting Procedures (PCPs).
STN, through the Administrative Rule
No. 548, of September 24, 2015, established the Equity Accounting Procedures Implementation Plan (PIPCP)
for all Federated units. The plan is to
define strategies and timeframes to
implement equity procedures necessary for the convergence.
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Ipsas in Santa
Catarina:
a case report

Graziela Meincheim

The procedures for equity valuation is one of the biggest challenges of
the new public sector accounting, since everything from buildings to infrastructure assets, such as bridges and
viaducts, must be recognized. Thus,
in 2010, the first standards were issued in Santa Catarina, determining

the measurement of assets, properties and intangible assets, as well as
the recording of depreciation, amortization and depletion occurred. In the
first valuation, the state used as a basis the assessed value of the properties for IPTU (municipal real estate tax)
calculation. From 2012, the valuations
were made based on market values.
Today, 100% of the properties belonging to the direct administration have
deemed cost and 54% of the state assets recognized are recorded at their
market values.
The impact of these changes was
extremely significant. Between 2009
and 2016, the registered properties’
variation jumped 1,274%. The equity,
which was valued at R$1.419 billion
in 2009, is now at R$ 19.496 billion. It
should be noted that this increase was
the result not only of the acquisition of
new properties, but, rather, the recognition of assets at their real value. To
have this information clearly available makes a difference in times to borrow and provide effective guarantees
for the settlement of obligations. Another important benefit brought by the
new accounting rules is the comparability of information with other states,
cities and countries. Now, with a single conceptual basis, it will be possible to compare situations and reduce
differences in concepts. With the improvement of the information quality,
the public administration has much
more contextualized information to
make its decisions.
With the new public sector accounting, it will be possible to have more
transparency and this will allow citizens to effectively monitor where public resources have been applied.
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IFRS
updates

“T
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he IFRS 17 has been crafted by
the International Accounting Standards Board (Iasb) and will be focused
on the accounting of insurance contracts” said Amaro Gomes, lecturer of
the Panel “IFRS Updates”, during the
7th Brazilian Conference on Accounting
and Independent Auditing.
He commented on the evolution
of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), noting that, from
2014 to 2015, it was time to implement “IFRS Updates” Panel Participants
IFRS 9 – which has simplified the ac- the entity intends to develop, more and Accounting and Auditing Standards
counting of financial instruments – and
more, an IFRS taxonomy.
Superintendent of the Brazilian Securi15, dealing with revenue from contracts
M e m b e r of I b r a c o n’s Wo r k- ties and Exchange Commission (CVM),
with customers.
ing Group (GT) of Small and Medi- pointed out that the regulatory body
In 2016, IFRS 16 occupied the agen- um-Sized Auditing Firms (FAPMP), Ri- “never focuses, specifically, in one comda, determining companies to include
cardo Rodil said that the FAPMP are
pany or operation.”
their leases in the statement of financial
still struggling about IFRS 15 and 16.
The debate’s moderator was Ibracposition, which means recognizing new “In this context, we’re not prepared yet
on’s Administration and Finance direcassets and liabilities.
for IFRS 17” he said.
tor, Francisco de Paula dos Reis Júnior,
“IFRS 17 will be the first actual
The Technical Coordinator of the Ac- for whom “the companies would help
“change” in the insurance companies’ counting Pronouncements Committee
analysts and investors if they already
financial statements”, Gomes said. This
(CPC), Edison Arisa, pointed out that
disclose the results, even if partial, of
project took 19 years to be complet- the standard “changes insurance ac- the application of the standards laid
ed by Iasb” he added, stressing that
counting”, and José Carlos Bezerra, down by the existing IFRS”.
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The main advances in the Noclar
(Responding to Non-compliance
with Laws and Regulations) standard
were approached by the South
Korean Ken Siong, Technical director
of the International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants (Iesba), in
the Panel “Noclar - Responding to
Non-compliance with Laws and
Regulations”. Joaquim Cunha Neto,
general coordinator of Supervision
of the Financial Activities Control
Board (Coaf), Sérgio Varela Bruno,
partner at Lobo & Rizzo Advogados,
Luiz Fernando Nóbrega, Supervision,
Ethics and Discipline vice-president
of the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC) and Idésio Coelho, President
of Ibracon, also participated
in the debate.

A

t the end of the event, Ken Siong
granted an interview to Revista
Transparência:
RT – What is Noclar and how is it possible to measure the acceptance of the
rules it stipulates?
KS – In a simple definition, Noclar is
any act of non-compliance with laws
and regulations committed by a client
or employer organization, or by those
in charge of the governance or management, or by other individuals working for or under the direction of the
client or employer organization. Iesba guides the auditor or accountant
to the fact that Noclar regards the
public interest and that, therefore, the
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Noclar Responding to
Non-compliance
with Laws and
Regulations

Ken Siong

professional must adopt the appropriate action.
The standard establishes a holistic
and comprehensive framework to
guide the auditor or accountant in the
process of reaching the right decision
to respond to Noclar cases, according to their responsibility to act for the
public interest. The framework refers
not only to the auditors’ responsibility
but also of accountants. Among them,
public sector accountants are in fact
the first line of defense against Noclar.
Secondly, the standard covers a wide
range of Noclar, from fraud, payment
of kickbacks and corruption and money laundering, up to violation of environment protection, financial service or
product customers, or to health and
public safety laws and regulations.
Thirdly, it gives a proper and necessary emphasis to responsibilities of
management and of those charged
with the organization’s governance,
regarding Noclar. Fourthly, it outlines

courses of action and identifies decision points to guide the auditor or accountant throughout what, often, can
be difficult or stressful situations.
The standard has gained worldwide
acceptance among regulators, investors, corporate governance community, national standards issuers,
accounting firms, accounting and auditing professional organizations and
others throughout the more than six
years required to develop it. It became
effective on July 15 of this year. Many
jurisdictions have adopted or are, like
Brazil, actively undertaking nationwide
public hearings, which should lead to
future adoption.
RT – Does this “undermine” the professionals or, on the contrary, benefit them, to the extent that tends to remove from the game those who are
unwilling to follow the rules?
KS – Iesba firmly believes that the standard will serve to strengthen public
confidence in the profession and emphasize its reputation. The standard
adopts a carefully calibrated and balanced approach on how auditors
should respond to Noclar. It starts
with determining what are the regulatory or legal obligations when they
become aware of Noclar; it follows
by a process of dialogue with the Senior management and those charged
with governance to confirm the facts
and guide them in adopting appropriate actions. And, finally, an evaluation
of whether there is something more to
be done in the public interest. In most
cases, Senior management and those
charged with governance will do the
right thing, eliminating additional actions on the auditor’s part. However,
in a minority of cases, the auditor may
have to consider further action. The
course of these actions - which act
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RT – How did the standards evolve,
until they reached the present form?
KS – The standard has arisen due to
regulatory concerns at the turn of the
century, when large accounting scandals involving groups such as Enron,
Worldcom and Parmalat exploded on
the global stage. That has spread the
idea that the confidentiality duty was
acting as a barrier that prevented auditors from doing the right thing and reporting Noclar cases to the authorities.
There was also concern about the extreme ease that auditors could simply
give up of the relationship with the client, allowing the continuation of Noclar,
without restrictions. Thus, Iesba embarked on a long journey to address
the many and complex aspects and
dimensions of the issuance of a global Noclar standard. One of the critical
issues is to determine under what circumstances auditors and accountants
should reveal Noclar to authorities, because confidentiality is also part of the
public interest.
RT – Not complying with the regulations set can result in penalties? If so,
what penalties?
KS – The provisions are imposed primarily by professional accounting organizations, affiliated to the International Federation of Accountants (Ifac)
and which have adopted the code.
Audits of financial statements are
imposed by national audit oversight
bodies. The non-compliance with a
code provision may result in sanctions ranging from fines and public
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as “pressure release valves” - may include, if there is credible evidence of
substantial harm to the public, bring
the Noclar case to the attention of an
authority or give up the relationship
with the client.

Noclar Panel participants

reprehension to the revocation of
the auditor’s license to exercise the
profession.
RT – How is the ethical misconduct of
Accounting professionals and, in particular, independent auditors sanctioned, in different parts of the world?
KS – It depends on the nature and severity of the misconduct. For example, the MG Rover case, in the United
Kingdom, resulted in a fine of 3 million pounds due to ethical misconduct,
which included the non-identification
and referral of conflicts of interest relating to services provided to a client.
The break of the auditor’s independence requirement is a serious matter
and may result in considerable penalties. For example, in the US, the Securities and Exchange Commission (US
SEC, equivalent to the Brazilian CVM)
has imposed a fine of more than $8
million to a big firm that, in 2014, violated independence rules by providing
prohibited services to certain audit clients, and by allowing the audit personnel to purchase stocks of client companies. The important message is: the
rules of ethical conduct are there to
protect the public and preserve the
profession’s confidence.

RT – Brazil is a country in which the
accountant profession is regulated for
a long time. There is a genuine concern to follow international best practices. How this benefits us, overall, and
what would be the impact of our adherence to Noclar?
KS – We live in an increasingly digitally interconnected world. Capital flows
are sensitive to evidence and perceptions about the strength, confidence
and transparency degree of a country’s institutions and market frameworks. The accounting profession
has a critical role in this scenario and
a key contribution to economic development. A recent research report
from the Centre for Economics and
Business Research, commissioned by
Ifac, estimates that, globally, the accountant profession contributes $575
billion per year to the world economy.
The research also shows a correlation
between the accountant’s contribution in the market and improvements
in GDP per capita, as well as better
results in human development. So,
clearly, the accounting profession is
among national interests. But this will
only occur if there is acceptance and
implementation of international standards. Among these, as the basis for
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Rogério Garcia, Patrícia Agostineto, Thiago Matos, Madson Vasconcelos and Nelson Carvalho

New Auditor’s
Report

P

atricia Agostineto, coordinator of
Ibracon’s Standards and Audit
Committee (CNA), presented a statistical study on the New Auditor’s Report
(see chart) during the specific panel
on the subject. She said that Brazil is

aligned with the most advanced in the
world in the area and that our market
positively received the report. Among
the advantages of the new instrument,
she pointed to greater wealth of information and the possibility of the auditor
to deepen aspects that, to him, seem
more relevant.
“The great challenge of this first year
was the wording” said Thiago Matos,
Auditing Standards analyst of CVM.
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RT – What were the most perceived
challenges to the acceptance of
standards, in Brazil and in other
countries?
KS – In practical terms, the standards’ translation was a major challenge in the jurisdictions in which
English was not the native language.
Iesba is facing the challenge through
the code restructuring project. This
project is expected to be completed
by the end of 2017, after almost five
years of extensive research and inquiries with stakeholders on a global
scale. The restructured code, which
Iesba hopes to release by the end
of 2018, will be clearer and easier
to understand and translate. We
hope that it leads to even greater
adoption of the code, which is already used by more than 120 jurisdictions. In the context of Noclar,
the code operates more effectively when the legal architecture provides the appropriate support structures, particularly legal protection to
allow auditors and accountants to
report Noclar cases, in the public
interest. Several important jurisdictions, such as the USA, the United Kingdom and Australia, have already adopted or are finalizing laws
and standards that will provide this
protection. I know the profession in
Brazil is acting together with the regulatory community with a view to the
implementation of such measures
and I hope there will be a positive
outcome to the country’s interests.
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public confidence in the profession,
are ethical standards issued by Iesba, including Noclar. In Brazil, now
more than at any other time, due to
the large recent corruption scandals,
it is vital that a standard such as Noclar is implemented.

Patrícia Agostineto
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For him, the document requires adjustments that make it even more transparent and report the relevant data to the
investor. His viewpoint is supported by
Madson Vasconcelos, Auditing Standards manager of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM).
Nelson Carvalho, professor of FEA/
USP and participant in the panel, in
an interview to Revista Transparência,
noted that the report production process is dynamic – and, for that, changes may still occur. He pointed out that,
in Brazil, the New Report is a requirement for companies listed on the stock
exchange.

Nelson Carvalho

“We also hope that the sectors submitted to regulatory agencies, such as
ANP, Anatel, Aneel etc., will be required to adopt the New Report”, he says.
“But the most significant change was
the adoption of ‘key audit matters’. It’s
a substantial change of substance and
form” he says.
“Like any big change, it’s reasonable to expect there to be a ‘learning curve’, and it actually existed in that first
year” he said. “It was a learning process
for auditors, securities analysts, companies preparing financial statements,
academia, etc.” he concluded.
The panel was moderated by Ibracon’s Technical director, Rogério Garcia.
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Ibracon’s study
analyzes the KAMs
covered in the New
Auditor’s Report

A

n initiative of the International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC), the New Auditor’s
Report began to be issued in Brazil on the
financial statements for the year ended
December 31, 2016.
The study conducted by Ibracon included
companies that filed reports on the Brazilian
Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM)
website, in the period from January 1 to March
31, 2017. In total, contents from the Auditor’s
Reports of 546 companies were analyzed
including the 100 largest companies listed on
the stock exchange. The classification was
performed from each organization’s business
structure.
The survey identified and analyzed 23 types
of Key Audit Matters (KAM). In cases where
in a single KAM more than one matter was
mentioned, there was a split to “classification
by type”.
In the end, it was found that the three
most mentioned KAMs in the report were:
Recoverable amount of non-financial assets
(32%); Revenue (29%) and Contingencies (26%).
The Recoverable amount of Non-Financial
Assets was featured in the segments of Retail,
Transportation and Logistics.
In turn, the “Revenue KAM” cases, most
of the time, addressed concerns about the
specificities of contracts and/or segments,
especially Engineering and Construction, and
Highways and Airports.
The complete study can be checked on
Ibracon’s website: www.ibracon.com.br
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Inside the
Conference

Participation of independent auditors
of 133 auditing firms

Evolution in participation in 2017

Among the participants, about
80% are affiliated to Ibracon
as individuals or legal entities
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Participants
by gender:

Professionals from 18 Brazilian
States participated. The largest
number of participations
came from the States of
São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
Federal District, Rio Grande
do Sul and Minas Gerais.

21%

79%
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Transparency
Award

Auani Cusma de Paula, Eduardo Pocetti, Fernando Andrade Pereira, José Martonio, Dielson Mignoni and Idésio Coelho

T

he winners of the sixth edition of
Transparency Award in Journalism
and Transparency Award in Education
received their respective certificates
during the opening ceremony of the
Ibracon’s 7th Brazilian Conference on
Accounting and Independent Auditing.
In the Journalism category, the
winner was Auani Cusma de Paula,
for the report “Under pressure”, published in the issue # 15 of the Magazine LEC - Legal Ethics Compliance.
The award-winning university student was Dielson Mignoni, from the
University of Caxias do Sul (UCS).
His project, “Independent Auditor’s
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Report: an analysis of the audit opinion’s content of Brazilian listed companies” carried out with the guidance of Prof. Fernando Andrade Pereira,
drew an unprecedented analysis of
the most relevant factors for the independent audit of financial statements.
The winners won a cultural and technical trip for five days to London, which will happen at the end September.
And the University of Caxias do Sul
was also awarded, with five licenses
of the E-book: International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) – Ed. 2016,
as an incentive to the improvement of
education.

TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS

Technology,
this great ally
Cloud storage, third
platform, Data Analytics
the most revolutionary
in the corporate world.
And the ways in which
accounting and audiingt
firms can benefit from
the innovations

Photo: personal file

O
Paulo Guiné

ne of the topics that most mobilized
public attention during the Ibracon’s
7th Conference on Accounting and
Independent Auditing (see report from page
14) was the advance of new technologies and
their impact on the various areas of activity,
including accounting and independent
auditing. The event included several debates
on the subject, including a demonstration of
the Watson tool, from IBM – one of the most
innovative products on the market in the field
of artificial intelligence.
“ T h e c u r re nt p e r i o d of b u s i n e s s
transformation has been driven by digital
revolution, and not just by the simple use of
the internet”, explains Paulo Guiné, Oracle’s
Business Development director for Latin
America. “The mobile applications we have
today in our tablets and mobile phones are
developed in what we call the third platform.
That is, they are based on cloud data storage.
It cheapens and simplifies the process.
Increasingly, mobile apps will be corporate.
And why would the Accounting Professional
not surf this wave? “ - he questions.
Guiné notes that Accounting and
Independent Auditing are services – and, the
more agile and efficient are the companies in

the sector, the more satisfied the client will be.
“The most advanced technological solutions
allow for the involvement of all people and
processes under the same collaboration
workflow. Remembering that, data can be
accessed, information shared and doubts
clarified from anywhere” he explains. As an
example, the Executive mentions the Financial
Close and Consolidation in Cloud-Services
(FCCCS), a process orchestration tool
developed by Oracle to reduce the margins
of error in a wide range of operations.
For Silvio Menezes, Compliance Director of
TOTVS - company aimed at the development
of new technologies to the corporate world –
the great revolution that has been taking place
in the market is the use of Data Analytics.
This is the intersection of data from various
platforms, without human interference and
with a greater degree of assertiveness. “Data
analytics allows us to understand the behavior
of certain events, facilitating the real-time
action taking to prevent its recurrence. We
give that the name of predictive analytics”
he explains. “The reduction of risks and the
test results on thousands of transactions
(without the need to extract a sample)
generate credibility, greater strategic vision
and better scaling of control activities” points
out Menezes.
The Totvs director emphasizes the
importance of companies having a single
data registry of its customers data. “The use
of Master Data Management (MDM) tools is
essential for managing customers’ master
data, avoiding duplicate entries” argues
Menezes. According to him, the intensification
of the so-called Internet of Things (IOT)
allows multiple devices to be automatic
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data generators, whether by optical readers,
barcode readers or QR Codes, eliminating the
need for typing. “The use of a proper MDM
tool, pegged to the increasing use of IOT,
raises companies’ accounting management
environment to another level”, ensures the
Executive.

Silvio Menezes

“TECHNOLOGY IS NOT
AN END IN ITSELF”
Per Paulo Guiné, one cannot lose sight of the
fact that technology is, in essence, an auxiliary
tool, never the main topic. “It serves to expand
and enhance business opportunities” he
emphasizes. And illustrates with an example:
“let us think of a medium-sized auditing firm,
where one of the partners is an expert in
baking companies. He knows everything that
needs to be inspected, evaluated, but might
not follow the evolution of its competitors in
the ideal rhythm. Well, this office could acquire
a hypothetical ‘Accounting-Bread’ tool, for R$
5,000, which would allow them to keep up to
date, follow the best market practices, reduce
tax errors, gain agility and efficiency” he says.
The Oracle director explains that, in the
audit field, it is possible to find technological
solutions that allow management of all that
is required to audit the set of processes and
documents of an operation. “This process
defines rules, people, documents and
deadlines, whether they are inside or outside
the company. The auditor may be external
or internal. This application, placed in a
cloud structure, is charged monthly. All this
is service. This is our solution for Risk and
Compliance Management” adds Guiné.
“The use of customer data in conjunction
with public bases and market information used
in optimized product platforms, contemplating
accounting rules, whether simple or complex,
should bring a more robust scenario,
especially when it comes to estimated loss,
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or IFRS 9” says Silvio Menezes. “In addition,
the use and massive analysis of data is a
one-way street. The appropriate use of Data
Analytics for the management of the control
environment, and without geographical
limitation, will be increasingly broader,
enabling a radical change in companies’
management level” he assures us. “On the
other hand, new technologies and innovation
environment provide great thoughts when it
comes to data property, information integrity
and privacy, which also happens to be a
concern. Hence the importance of a robust
data governance process, aiming at the
prevention and detection of fraud” he alerts.
SAFETY STANDARDS
The two experts point out that the use of
clouds makes possible to create an intelligent
information storage environment, as long as all
secrecy and confidentiality protocols as well as
international management and storage rules
are followed. “The intelligence that enables
the environment to be optimized according to
the amount of information it stores is also, in
itself, an excellent sustainability and storage
environment management tool, since, if well
managed, enables reduction of risks of loss
of evidence stored in documents or without
physical data backup” says Menezes.
“A company like Oracle is required to adopt
the more stringent safety standards. Our
model is more restrictive than that of a bank,
for example” comments Guiné.
He points out that companies, regardless
of their operation areas, need to rearrange their
organization chart, resize human resources
and rethink strategies. “The technological tools
are there to fill day by day gaps, stretch the time,
optimize resources and information. They are
an ally to companies of any sizes. Just go in
search of the right tools for your expectations
and needs” he concludes.

DRIPS AND SPLASHES

New CVM director

I

bracon participated in the ceremony of presentation to the market of
the new director of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission
(CVM), Gustavo Gonzalez, who will serve term until 12/31/2021.
The ceremony, at the CVM headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, was
honored by Idésio Coelho, President of the Ibracon’s National Board;
Rogério Hernandez Garcia, Technical director; Francisco Sant’Anna,
Communications director; and Marco Aurélio Fuchida, the Institute’s
general superintendent.
On the occasion a meeting with CVM’s acting president, Pablo
Renteria, was also held to present the results of a research on the
adoption of Audit Committees in Listed Companies.

Ibracon and IBGC discuss
audit committees

I

bracon and the Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance (IBGC)
met in Sao Paulo to continue the preparation of the Manual on Audit
Committees and analyze the contributions made, arising from a public
hearing on Audit Committees.
The meetings gave continuation to the process of review of the
material of the publication to be released by IBGC, with Ibracon’s support.

98 years of Sindcont-SP

Ibracon and Anbima
meet in São Paulo

I

Photo: CRCSP File

bracon and the Brazilian Association of Financial and Capital
Market Entities (Anbima) met in July aiming to further narrow the
institutional relationship between the two entities.
From Ibracon, Rogério Garcia, Ibracon National Board’s Technical
director. Adriana Caetano, Technical manager; Rogerio Mota,
coordinator of the National Technical Standards Commitee (CNNT);
Marcelo Teixeira, a member of the Investment Funds WG; and Marco
Aurélio Fuchida, Institute’s general superintendent participated.

I

bracon attended the ceremony of celebration of the 98th anniversary
of the São Paulo Association of Accountants (Sindcont-SP), on July
19. The Institute was represented by Idésio Coelho, president of the
National Board.

CVM receives Ibracon

I

bracon met in July with Leonardo Pereira, President of the Brazilian
Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM), to address issues
involving independent audit activity and the market governed by the
authority.
At the meeting, at the headquarters of the authority in Rio de
Janeiro, Ibracon presented to Leonardo Pereira the result of a research
on the adoption of the Statutory Audit Committee in listed companies.
Ibracon participated with Idésio Coelho, the Institute’s president,
Francisco Sant’Anna, Communications director; and Marco Aurélio
Fuchida, the Institute’s general superintendent. Leonardo Pereira,
whose term of office ended on July 14, was honored by Ibracon during
the 7th Brazilian Conference on Accounting and Independent Auditing
held by the Institute.
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T

he Sescon Solidário Program, from the Association of Accounting
Service and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and Research
Firms of the State of São Paulo (Sescon-SP), promoted in July the
80th graduation of the “Designing the Future” Action. Ibracon was
represented by the Communications director, Francisco Maldonado
Sant’Anna.

Transparency and Social Control

R

epresented by the National Board’s Finance director, Francisco de
Paula dos Reis Junior, Ibracon participated in the Transparency
and Social Control Seminar.
Organized by the Federal Accounting Council (CFC), in partnership
with the Ministry of Transparency, Supervision and the Comptroller
General’s Office (CGU), the event was held in July at the headquarters
of the Regional Accounting Council of São Paulo (CRC-SP).
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Sescon Solidarity

Legislative agenda of
the accounting system

T

he Federal Accounting Council (CFC) has presented to the House
of Representatives proposals to the legislative agenda of the
Brazilian accounting system. In the event, Ibracon was represented
by the general superintendent Marco Aurelio Fuchida.
Among the projects related to accounting are Bill 3262/2008,
which deals with the creation of the Fiscal Management Council; and
Bill 2834/2015, which allows individuals to make donations to funds
controlled by Municipal, State and National Senior Citizen Councils in
the income tax return.

13th Northeastern
Accounting Meeting

I

désio Coelho, President of Ibracon’s National Board, participated in
the official opening of the 13th Northeastern Accounting Meeting
(Enecon), promoted by the Regional Accounting Council of Rio Grande
do Norte (CRC-RN), with the support of the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC), on August 2 through 4 in Natal (RN).

Ibracon honors the 7th Gescon

F

rancisco Sant’Anna, Ibracon’s Communications director, and
Marco Aurelio Fuchida, the Institute’s general superintendent,
participated in the 7th Seminar on Accounting Firms Management
(Gescon), from the Association of Accounting Service and Advisory,
Expert Witness, Information and Research Firms of the State of São
Paulo (Sescon-SP).

2017 Best and Biggest

I

bracon participated in the 2017 Best and Biggest award, from
Revista Exame, which awards companies of 20 sectors of the
economy which have excelled in the year 2016.
The event, held in partnership with the Accounting, Actuarial and
Financial Research Foundation Institute (Fipecafi), was held in São
Paulo and had the presence of Francisco Sant’Anna, Communications
director, and Adelino Dias Pinho, Ibracon’s Regional Sections director.

XI Accounting Convention
of Minas Gerais

T

he President of Ibracon, Idésio Coelho, spoke about “The New
Auditor’s Report and its impacts” on the XI Accounting Convention
of Minas Gerais, organized by the Regional Accounting Council of
Minas Gerais (CRCMG).

Lecture in RS

I

désio Coelho, President of Ibracon, held a lecture on Auditing
to Accounting professionals and Accounting Sciences graduate
students of Universidade Católica de Pelotas (UCPEL), at the
headquarters of the Regional Accounting Council of Rio Grande
do Sul (CRC-RS), in Porto Alegre.
The lecture was part of the Itinerant Museum of Accounting
program. Idésio Coelho talked about Ibracon’s operation fronts
and the Institute’s initiatives to strengthen the profession.
He also talked about the role of the independent Audit
professional, the scope of his work and the evolution of the
activity in Brazil.

Social Observatory
of Brazil

I

bracon and the Social Observatory of Brazil (OSB) met on
August 14 and 15, in São Paulo, at the Institute’s headquarters.
Representing Ibracon, the Communications director, Francisco
Sant’Anna, and the Technical director Rogerio Garcia participated.
OSB Nacional was represented by the executive director Roni Enara
Rodrigues.
The round of meetings dealt with Ibracon’s actions and support
to OSB projects

Brazilian Accounting
Academy

I

désio Coelho, President of Ibracon, took over in the chair number
40 of the Brazilian Accounting Academy (Abracicon).
In his speech, Idésio pointed out that Abracicon’s role is
“very important for the Brazilian Accounting to fulfill its mission
to contribute to the transparency and ethics in the public and
private sectors; for economic growth and the creation of a
business environment increasingly healthy and permeated by
compliance “.

Ibracon’s president
presents project at CFC

I

désio Coelho, President of Ibracon and member of the Board of
Directors of the International Federation of Accountants (Ifac)
attended the regular plenary session of the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC) at the entity’s headquarters in Brasilia.
Acting on the board of the entity that represents more than 130
nations, Idésio Coelho brought to CFC advisers a balance of the work
he is performing at Ifac.
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CONTINUED EDUCATION
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Changes on the horizon

Tadeu Cendón

IAESB revises
Continued
Professional
Education
Standard

34

N

Chris Austin

ews specifically impact the training of
Accounting professionals and can enter into force internationally in 2019.
“Accounting is a science of great practical
application. And, precisely for impacting the
daily lives of people, has become one of the
most regulated professions in the world. It is
natural that there is such a requirement for the
professional to keep himself updated, to meet
the market demands and understand the current transactions, giving them the appropriate
accounting treatment. Without continued professional education, it would be much more
difficult to properly translate this reality to the
accounting records “.
The words of Tadeu Cendón, Ibracon National Board’s Professional Development director, emphasize the importance of continued professional education in the Brazilian
and international accounting context. And
this relevance increases even more, at a time
when the International Accounting Education
Standards Board (IAESB), international entity
dedicated to develop accounting education
standards, proposes the revision of the Continued Professional Education Standard for
accountants.
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According to IAESB, the proposed revision
of the International Education Standard (IES)
7 puts greater emphasis on the learning and
development directly related to the accountant’s professional responsibilities, aiming at
the practical application.
Thus, the review comes from the current
standard and encourages member-organizations of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) to re-examine their Continued Professional Education (CPE) programs.
“Many CPE programs will benefit from a more
innovative approach to learning and development, given the ongoing technological and
educational advances” says Chris Austin, President of IAESB.
AND WHAT CHANGES ARE THESE?
One of the proposed changes concerns
the Continued Professional Education requirement, which would be implemented to all accountants, regardless of the size of the entity
in which they operate.
Another fundamental change proposed
refers to the expansion of the list of activities
that can be considered as hours for the CPE.
Publication of non-scientific article, authorship or co-authorship of accounting articles
(which are not necessarily scientific) and professional practice, as long as with the appropriate controls for verification are examples of
activities that, until now, were not worth credits, but that may start to count.
“The changes embrace innovations, because they emphasize the existing requirements and focus on the measurement
approaches recommended in learning, while
underlining the reach of the approaches available” said Austin, adding that it “a list of verifiable evidences will be prepared to attest to
the actual completion of the CPE. “
If all goes as planned, international adoption of IES 7 should occur in July 2019.

TRANSPARENCY AWARD

Open registration for the 7th Edition
of Ibracon’s Transparency Award
Registration
until November
30 for the
Ibracon’s 7th
Transparency
Award, in
the versions
Transparency
Award in
Education and
Transparency
Award in
Journalism

T

he Award encourages academic
research and journalism as diffusers
of Brazil’s accounting and independent
audit, with the support of the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the
Financial Reporting Council (FRC).
TRANSPARENCY AWARD IN EDUCATION
May participate in the Transparency Award
in Education students on the 7th or 8th period
of the Bachelor’s degree in Accounting in
Higher Education Institutions appropriately
registered with the Ministry of Education and
Culture (MEC). Scholarly projects and individual
scientific articles approaching issues related
to independent audit and related services will
be considered.
The entries are evaluated by a judging
panel, indicated by Ibracon, composed of
expert professionals of recognized experience
in independent audit, based on the criteria of
(1) delimitation and relevance of the topic;
(2) organization, coherence and tex tual cohesion; (3) spelli n g a n d g r a m m a r;
(4) technical content
consistency.
To re giste r, the
candidate should
have produced the
project or ar ticle
between January 1,
2017 and November 30,
2017. The deadline for entries
end on November 30, 2017.
One of the news of this
edition is the format the
project and the registration

Check out detailed information on the websites:

form is sent, entirely online, no longer being
necessary to send the printed material via
post office.
The author of the winning project and
his advising teacher will receive a fiveday trip to London, England, with all
expenses paid, including a visit to the IASB
headquarters. In addition, the University
to which the student belongs will receive
five licenses of the e-Book: International
Financial Repor ting Standards (IFRS) –
latest release, as a way to encourage the
improvement of students in general. The
project will also be widely disseminated
as a way to value the student’s role,
fundamental to the future of accounting
profession and its longevity.
TRANSPARENCY AWARD
IN JOURNALISM
In the journalism category, Ibracon will select
printed media and/or Internet reports, from
channels located in the national territory, with
a periodicity that is at least quarterly, published
in the period from December 1, 2016 to
November 30, 2017, dealing with topics related
to independent audit and related services.
The authors of the repor ts/ar ticles
selected by the Selection Commit tee
will be contacted by Ibracon to confirm
their par ticipation. The Author of the
winner report/article will be awarded a
cultural and technical trip to London, with
a duration of five days, with the goal of
participating in international Accounting
and Independent Audit forums and visit
international entities representing the
profession, and other forms of recognition,
disclosed in the Regulation.

www.ibracon.com.br/premiouniversitario
www.ibracon.com.br/premiojornalismo
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PROFILE

Union, ethics and
commitment

Photo: personal file

Márcio Shimomoto,
President of Sescon-SP and
Aescon-SP, talks about
his professional journey,
his admiration for his
father and the belief in
accounting as a tool for the
Country’s transformation.
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practically grew up in the business
accounting and professional associations environment. My father, Hatiro Shimomoto, was president of Sescon-SP
in the 1975-1978 term. He has worked in the
segment for many decades. The family’s company is already more than half a century old”.
This is how Márcio Massao Shimomoto,
president of the Association of Accounting
Service and Advisory, Expert Witness,
Information and Research Firms of the State of
São Paulo (Sescon-SP) and of the Association
of Accounting Service
Firms of the State of
São Paulo (AesconSP),
summarizes his vocation
for the profession: he
CAPACITY
was born into it. And,
and Florida Christian
since very young, this
University.
BUILDING, TRAINING
Sao Paulo born person
Moreover, for him,
AND
ONGOING
lived with personalities
there is nothing more
IMPROVEMENT
that he defines as “large
fundamental than to
icons of the profession”.
study and learn. “We
SHOULD BE PART OF
It is true that, prior
work
in one of the most
THE PROFESSIONAL
to joining accounting,
complex tax systems in
ROUTINE
Shimomoto wanted to
the world, which suffers
pursue other avenues.
changes all the time. In
“First, I studied Business
addition, accounting is
Administration. But, at
an area very connected
the beginning of the
to technology, to its
second year of college, my father asked me
transformations and innovation. For all that,
to lead the company beside him. I knew well
continued education is a point of order”
the Organization, but had never occupied a
he says. “Capacity building, training and
position of leadership. Gradually, I was falling
ongoing improvement should be part of the
for the activities and, therefore, I also joined
professional routine” In our segment, there’s
the Accounting Sciences course” he explains. no shortage of space for the most qualified. If
In addition to Accounting and Business
we want success in the profession, we need
Administration, Shimomoto also studied
to be flexible, be attentive to novelties and
Law and did specializations in internationally
know to adapt ourselves to all changes and
renowned universities such as Stanford
realities” he teaches.
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A LONG JOURNEY
Per Shimomoto, younger professionals have
no idea what it meant to perform accounting in a country ravaged by hyperinflation –
data from the Economic Research Institute
Foundation (Fipe) shows that, between 1980
and 1989, the average inflation in the country
was 233.5% per year. In the following decade, between 1990 and 1994, the annual variation rose to 499.2%.
“The numbers were unstable and lost
their sense”, he recalls. “It was inevitable
that annual statements of financial positions
presented discrepancies”.
But, from the Real plan, the picture began
to change. The inflationary control brought
a different perspective to the profession,
which became to be seen, effectively, in its
essence: a point of support to management
and decision-making.
“Gradually, the accounting market became
more sophisticated. With globalization, we
had the implementation of international
accounting standards and, without doubt, we
learned to deal with one of the world’s most
advanced tax intelligences, especially after
the emergence of Public Digital Bookkeeping
System (SPED), which revolutionized the tax
authorities-taxpayer relationship”, he points
out. “In today’s world, the accountant’s
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role is as a facilitator of entrepreneurship,
as companies and public administrations’
strategic partner” he notes.
COMPETITIVENESS IN TIMES OF CRISIS
Today, with the economy coming back on
track, Shimomoto points out that accounting
is a great management tool and has mechanisms to help entrepreneurs to cut costs, plot
strategies ranging from storage of products
up to the end-location of the goods, passing,
of course, by the choice of the most appropriate taxation system and taking precautions
to avoid future burden. “I usually also recommend entrepreneurs’ interaction with professional associations, participating in meetings,
industry chambers, lectures, quality programs
etc. This exchange of experiences and knowledge is very valuable” he says.
In fact, only from Sescon-SP’s board,
he participates for ten years: “I started on
the 2007-2009 term, then I took the role of
Administrative Vice President in the 2010-2012
term and vice president in the 2013-2015 term.
Now, until the end of 2018, I act as President,
both of Sescon-SP and Aescon-SP.”
He says that the two professional
associations are engaged in the search for
improvements in the business environment
in the country. “We wield the banners of tax

burden reduction, bureaucracy reduction and
“My leisure moments are almost always
improvement of the Brazilian entrepreneurial
devoted to my family. I like to travel, stroll...
environment”, he explains. Per Shimomoto, Running is also a hobby”, he reveals.
on the moral and ethical crisis that afflicts
The father, from whom he inherited a taste
Brazil, accounting must be remembered as
for Accounting and received the chance to
an essential tool for control and transparency work in the area, is still on active duty: “He is an
of public and private accounts.
example of life. Honorable, honest, competent.
Married for 25 years
Built solid companies
with the biochemistry
with dignity, employed
pharmaceutical Dirce
many people and has
Akemi Shimomoto, he
always sought to benefit
IN TODAY’S WORLD,
is the father of Giulia,
the community. He was
22, Nataly, 20, and
a state representative
THE ACCOUNTANT’S
Paola, 19. The youngest
for several terms, always
ROLE IS AS A
is studying nursing, but
fighting for business,
FACILITATOR OF
the older children are
social and civic causes”
already treading the
he says. “In addition, he
ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
path of his father and
taught me something
AS COMPANIES
grandfather: Giulia is
very important, which I
AND PUBLIC
graduated in Business
seek to put into practice
Administration, and
including as president of a
ADMINISTRATIONS’
Nataly, an Accounting
professional
association:
STRATEGIC PARTNER”
student.
unity is strength.”
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HE NOTES.
LEISURE, JUST
WITH THE FAMILY
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ARTICLE

Bitcoins:
Tax, criminal
and economic
risks of
virtual
currencies
Virtual currencies.
Are they here
to stay? How to
account for them?
To understand this
new asset is another
challenge imposed
to accountants and
independent auditors

40

A

s many novelties in the electronic world,
they silently emerged and spread –
today, the virtual currencies move
hundreds of millions of dollars per month.
With more than 80% of market share,
Bitcoins are the dominant brand of this market
that includes dozens of competitors such
as Litecoin, Peercoin, Feathercoin, e-Gold,
Web-Money etc. Without effective monitoring
mechanisms, some governments establish
standards, but these have little or no practical
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effect, exposing the State’s impotence in the
face of this new challenge even more.
In this article, we will discuss some
aspects of virtual currencies, including risks
that affect citizens, businesses, governments
and society.
TAX EVASION
There is some debate about the nature
of virtual currencies - if they should be
characterized as currency or as an asset.

Photo: personal file

What’s clear is that its way of creation and
exchange hinders or prevents the tracking
of transactions.
Although they have the t ypical
characteristics of currencies (scarcity,
suppleness and durability) and are mainly
used for this purpose, governments have
adopted another line of classification,
preferring to classify them as an asset. As
assets, the virtual currencies would be
subject to taxation at its “production”, called

“mining” as well as their transfer from an
owner to another.
It is unlikely, given their immaterial
characteristics, that the virtual currencies
will be taxed upon their production, with
application of IPI (federal VAT), for example.
And the mere possession of an asset is not a
taxable event. They can, however, generate
capital gains, be sold, donated, transmitted
by inheritance – all taxable contexts. It is
this reasoning that tax authorities rely to
SEPTEMBER 2017
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place the ownership and transactions
with electronic currencies in a framework.
To intermediaries – entities that facilitate
or perform virtual currency transactions
– there should also be a tax framework
effort, since they perform activities akin to
exchange brokers. And, if possible, impose
compliance rules to them, to combat illegal
practices that happen under them.
Governments per form
this regulatory effort, since
only with a legal precedent
will be possible to charge a
tax obligation in the future.
THROUGH ACTIONS
But the problem of lack of
monitoring capacity remains
PERFORMED INSIDE
– and, without penalty, there
AND OUTSIDE OF
is no rule!

THE INTERNET,
CRIMINALS TAKE
BITCOINS FROM
VICTIMS WITH
NO POSSIBILITY
OF IDENTIFYING
THE TARGET OR
RETRIEVE AMOUNTS

CRIMES AGAINST
PEOPLE AND PROPERTY
A cyberat tack, occurred
in May 2017, was only the
l a te s t e x a m p l e o f w h y
vir tual currencies is the
preferred form of payment
by criminals. Thousands of
people have paid the “ransom”
(ransomware) in Bitcoins to
have back their files, which
had be e n “hijacke d” by
hackers, without possibility
of tracing or reversal. Other crimes are
taking advantage of this invisible channel
to monetize their operations. A website
specializing in illicit drugs (Silk Road) advises
its users to make payments with virtual
currencies. “And not even the system users
are protected: through actions performed
inside and outside of the internet, criminals
take Bitcoins from victims with no possibility
of identifying the target or retrieve amounts”.
Advocates of individual liberties, many of
which involved in the creation of virtual
currencies, must understand that the
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absence of state control can be as damaging
as excessive state control.
MACROECONOMIC INSTABILITY
The third risk brought by virtual currencies
relates to countries’ macroeconomic
management. Economies thrive supported
by fundamentals and confidence.
Governments have learned to manage
their currencies to avoid inflation and
stimulate consumption, though they still
commit many mistakes – some of which
are used as justification for the creation
of virtual currencies. However, there is no
guarantee that these are well managed by
their creators, with the aggravating factor
that they expose the global economy to
risk. Governments have strong reasons
to wish for the economic prosperity of the
countries they govern. The same cannot
be said of virtual currency creators. The
creation of Bitcoins itself is surrounded by
mystery, including the disappearance of
their supposed creator.
Given this, some governments have
decided to prohibit the use of vir tual
currencies in their markets. Russia, Peru,
Ecuador, Afghanistan and China are among
those who have decided to ban them - and,
consequently, to stay out of a market that,
in the future, can be a significant part of
the economy.
We are watching the first few chapters of
a story whose plot seems too complex to a
peaceful outcome. Future contributions to
this debate can shed light on how to enjoy
the benefits of virtual currencies, mitigating
at least the most serious risks associated to
them. However, any “forecast” about their path
today would be to practice futurology.

Prof. Ricardo Britto, Doctor of Business Administration
from FEA/USP, International Business School (IBS)
Americas director.

Passing by the Regional Sections
2nd Regional Section

4th Regional Section

Alagoas, Pernambuco, Paraiba and Recife

Minas Gerais, Distrito Federal, Tocantins and Goiás

Accounting Conference

XI Accounting Convention

Ibracon’s 2nd Regional Section held the 2nd Regional Conference on
Accounting and Independent Auditing in Recife, on September 22. The
event brought to professionals the main topics discussed at Ibracon’s
7th Brazilian Conference on Accounting and Independent Auditing, held
in São Paulo, on June 26 and 27.

The 4th Regional Section participated in the XI Accounting Convention
of Minas Gerais, with the presence of the Regional Section’s President,
Paulo Cezar Santana and the Regional Section’s Professional
Development director, Flavio de Aquino Machado.

40 years of APECICON
Photo: Ibracon File

The President of Ibracon’s 2nd Regional Section, Marcelo Galvão Guerra,
participated in the ceremony to celebrate the 40 years of Academia
Pernambucana de Ciências Contábeis (APECICON), in the State of
Pernambuco.

3rd Regional Section
Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo:

Continued Professional Education
On June 30, the Regional Section’s Professional Development director,
Flavio de Aquino Machado, participated in a Continued Professional
Education Committee meeting of the Federal Accounting Council (CFC),
in Brasilia.

Meeting at CRC-RJ
Paolo Buzzi Filho, President of Ibracon’s 3rd Regional Section,
participated in the meeting held in July at the headquarters of the
Regional Accounting Council of the State of Rio de Janeiro (CRCRJ), to advance in topics of the Continued Professional Education
Program (PEPC), under the responsibility of the Continued Professional
Education Committee of the CRC-RJ.

Courses at the Regional Section
The Regional Section offered courses on CPC 27 Property, plant and
equipment and CPC 01 Impairment of assets; and CPC 28 Investment
property, CPC 04 Intangible assets and CPC 16 Inventories in Brasilia
on August 31 and September 1, respectively.

Social Observatory
The President of Ibracon’s 3rd Regional Section, Paolo Buzzi Filho,
attended the founding meeting of the Social Observatory of Brazil - Rio
de Janeiro, on July 26 at the headquarters of the National Association
of Tax Auditors of the Brazilian Federal Revenue Office (Sindfisco), in
Rio de Janeiro.

5th Regional Section
São Paulo, Paraná, Mato Grosso
and Mato Grosso do Sul
Tax Compliance Program

Photo: CRCRJ file

Representing Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section, the director Valdir Campos
Costa attended the public hearing for the presentation of the Draft of
the Transparency of Criteria for Tax Compliance Bill to entrepreneurs
and accounting professionals.
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New CVM director
Carlos Pires, 5th Section’s Technical director, attended, along with
members of Ibracon’s National Board, the ceremony of presentation of
the new director of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission
(CVM), Gustavo González, held in August in Rio de Janeiro.

Gescon Seminar

Tribute to Sescon-RS

Carlos Pires also participated in the official opening of the 7th Seminar
on Accounting Firms Management (Gescon), held by the Association
of Accounting Service and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and
Research Firms Union of the State of São Paulo (Sescon-SP).

Marcelo de Deus Saweryn, 6th Regional Section’s president, and
Paulo Ricardo Pinto Alaniz, Technical director, represented Ibracon
on a tribute held in July by the City Council of Porto Alegre, in
celebration of the 30th anniversary of the Association of Accounting
Service and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and Research
Firms Union of the State of Rio Grande do Sul (Sescon-RS).

Designing the Future
Valdir Campos Costa, 5th Regional Section’s director, participated in the
80th graduation of the Designing the Future Action, sponsored by the
program Sescon Solidario from Sescon-SP. Through partnerships with
institutions, this action prepares low-income teens for their first steps in
the Accounting profession.

Auditing Standards
Ibracon’s 6th Regional Section promotes the course Auditing Standards
for Small and Medium-sized Firms in partnership with the Methodist
University Center. The course, which began in July, is expected to be
completed in December.

Sindcont-SP, 98 years

Guidance booklet

The 5th Regional Section’s Professional Development director, Marco
Antonio de Carvalho Fabbri, participated, along with Idésio Coelho,
president of Ibracon’s National Board, of the celebration of the 98th
anniversary of the São Paulo Association of Accountants (Sindcont-SP)
at the association’s headquarters.

The president of Ibracon’s 6th Regional Section, Marcelo de Deus
Saweryn, and the Technical director Paulo Alaniz, participated in the
guidance booklet “Accounting Environment in Practice”, an initiative
of the Regional Accounting Council of Rio Grande do Sul (CRC-RS).

Social Observatory

Replica of the 7th Conference

Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section participated on August 14 of a meeting
with the Social Observatory of Brazil - Sao Paulo at the Institute’s
headquarters, in São Paulo.

Ibracon’s 6th Regional Section will hold on November 21 the III
Seminar on Auditing and Accounting, with the goal of spreading
the main subjects discussed during the 7th Brazilian Conference on
Accounting and Independent Auditing, held in June in São Paulo.

Accountant Women and Accounting Convention

Photo: Ibracon File

The city of Gramado received in August the XI National Meeting
of Accountant Women and the XVI Accounting Convention of Rio
Grande do Sul. The event counted with the presence of the 6th
Regional Section’s president, Marcelo de Deus Saweryn.

9th Regional Section
Bahia
Audit Seminar

6th Regional Section
Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina

The Technical director of Ibracon’s 9th Regional Section, Shirley
Nara, participated on August 29 of the 1st Seminar on Auditing and
Accounting Applied to Companies, Public Entities and Nonprofit
Organizations held in Salvador. The director spoke on the topic “The
Auditor’s role in the prevention of fraud and money laundering”.

Itinerant Museum of Accounting
Ibracon’s 6th Regional Section, represented by the president Marcelo de
Deus Saweryn, participated in the inauguration of the Itinerant Museum
of Accounting and the film screening - CineContábil Abracicon - with
the movie “A imagem do profissional da Contabilidade”.

For detailed information, please visit
Ibracon Portal: www.ibracon.com.br
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FINE TUNE

OCPC Guidance 04

I

bracon sent to the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC), Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM) and the Accounting Pronouncements
Committee (CPC) comments on the proposals for
amendment to OCPC Guidance 04 - Application of
Technical Pronouncement CPC 47 (Revenue from
Contracts with Customers) to Real Estate Development Entities (Public Hearing 04/2017).

IBRACON creates
New Report WG

T

o evaluate the result of the adoption of the New Auditor’s Report in the Brazilian environment, Ibracon
created the New Report Working Group (WG), with representatives of the profession, the market, the academy, regulatory agencies and other bodies that can
contribute to its improvement and for better understanding. Ibracon also maintains a hotsite to centralize information on the topic.

Circular Letter 06/2017

I

n December 2016, the Brazilian Federal Revenue
Office (RFB) issued the Normative Instruction (IN)
No. 1,679, which amended the wording of article 5 of
IN 1,420/13 regarding the replacement of Digital Accounting Bookkeeping (ECD).
Ibracon issued Circular Letter No. 06/2017, on the
Verification Terms for Replacement Purposes mentioned in the IN.

CFC Resolution 1,445

I

bracon sent to the Federal Accounting Council
(CFC) comments on the Public Hearing for amendment to CFC Resolution No. 1,445, which rules on
the procedures to be followed by professionals and
accounting organizations to comply with the requirements laid down in Law No. 9,613/98 and subsequent amendments.
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Comments to Iesba

I

bracon sent to the International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants (Iesba) comments on the
Exposure Draft (ED) relating to Professional Skepticism and Professional Judgment – emphasis on understanding of facts and circumstances.

Comments to IAASB

I

bracon also sent to the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) comments on
the Exposure Draft ISA 540 (revised) Auditing Accounting Estimates and Related Disclosures (ED-540). The
Institute considers appropriate for IAASB to revise ISA
540 to reflect the evolving nature of the financial reporting standards that address accounting estimates.

Incentive to innovation

I

bracon sent comments to the Ministry of Industry,
Foreign Trade and Services (MDIC). The document
refers to the public hearing to propose a Standardized
Work Plan for the performance of certain procedures, to be carried out by the independent auditor. The
goal is to confirm that the requirements established
for the commitment of the Program to Encourage Technological Innovation and Motor Vehicles Productive Chain Densification – Inovar-Auto were completed,
and suggest that the scope of the work to be carried
out in accordance with NBC TSC 4400, with Inovar-Auto’s Manual and with the other procedures provided for in Administrative Rule No. 133-SEI.

Exposure Draft IES 7

I

bracon sent to the International Ethics Standards
Board for Accountants (Iesba) comments on the
Exposure Draft 7 - Continued Professional Education (Revised).

I

bracon participated in the opening of the Post-Graduate courses in Financial Audit and Public Sector Audit of
the Federal Audit Court (TCU). The ceremony was held
at Serzedello Corrêa Institute (ISC), TCU’s School of Government, in Brasilia.
The event, opened by TCU president, Raimundo Castro,
was accompanied by Ibracon’s president, Idésio Coelho, by
the Technical director Rogério Garcia, and by the general
superintendent Marco Aurélio Fuchida.
Rogério Garcia discussed the independent audit professional’s role and the scope of their work, highlighting the
activity’s evolution and the paths followed for their progress
in Brazil, for a capital market that is efficient, dynamic and
transparent.
At the end of the event, Idésio Coelho reinforced the relevance of the initiative and the synergistic activity between
Ibracon and TCU in the process of professional training and
qualification.
Ibracon’s president also addressed the Institute’s fronts
of action and initiatives to strengthen the profession and to

promote greater transparency, corruption prevention, management efficiency, ethics and integrity in the relationship
between the public and the private.
On that occasion, were also present the Minister of the
Office of the Comptroller General’s Office (CGU), Wagner Rosário; the ISC’s Director General, Maurício de Albuquerque
Wanderley; the Secretary-General of TCU’s External Control,
Claudio Castello Branco, the Internal Control Vice President
of the Federal Accounting Council (CFC), Lucilene Florêncio Viana, and the CFC directors Sérgio Faraco and Juliana
Aparecida Soares Martins.
Instituto Serzedello Corrêa (ISC) is the school of government of the Federal Audit Court (TCU), whose name honors
Innocêncio Serzedello Corrêa (ISC), who served as Finance
Minister between 1892 and 1893, having been responsible
for the regulation and operation of TCU, whose autonomy
he advocated for, not only as a body responsible for recording expenditures, but, above all, as a morale-boosting institution for the public spending.

Photo: TCU File

Ibracon
participates
in TCU event

Photo: TCU File

TCU
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Learn about the auditing firms
associated to Ibracon
Alagoas
Convicta Auditores Independentes S/S
Maceió, AL / Tel: (82) 3336-5479
Amazonas
Baker Tilly Brasil Norte S/S –
Auditores Independentes – EPP
Manaus, AM / Tel: (92) 3232-6046
Jd Auditores Independentes – Ltda
Manaus, AM / Tel: (92) 3631-0118
Bahia
Audicont – Auditores e Consultores S/C
Salvador, BA / Tel: (71) 3341-8977
Performance Auditoria e
Consultoria Empresarial S/C
Salvador, BA / Tel: (71) 3113-4530
Ceará

Nexia Teixeira Auditores
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3282-9939
Orplan Auditores Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3115-1400
Paraná
Bazzaneze & Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3322-9098
CPN Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3222-0048
Muller & Prei Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3078-9990
Torre Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3018-3880
Pernambuco

Controller Auditoria e
Assessoria Contábil S/C
Fortaleza, CE / Tel: (85) 3208-2700

ARC & Associados Auditores
Independentes S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3035-6500

Dominus Auditoria Consultoria
e Treinamentos S/S
Fortaleza, CE / Tel: (85) 3224-6393

Chronus Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3231-6563

Distrito Federal
Ápice Contábil – Auditores
Independentes S/S Ltda
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3346-0667
Audiger Auditores e Consultores
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3328-2628
Global Auditores Independentes S/C
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3224-5494
Itecon Instituto Técnico de
Consultoria e Auditoria
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3224-7799
Goiás
Masters Auditores Independentes S/C
Goiânia, GO / Tel: (62) 3224-6116
Minas Gerais
ADPM – Administração Pública
Para Municípios Ltda
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 2102-3711
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Fernando Motta e Associados
Auditoria Independente
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3221-3500

HLV Auditores S/S
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2262-5115
Indep Auditores Independentes S/C
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2263-5189
LMPG Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2524-0345
Loudon Blomquist Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2509-8658
Opinião Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2223-2785
Premiumbravo Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 3410-3679
Walter Heuer Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2240-1332
Rio Grande do Sul
Arruda & Matos Auditores Associados S/S
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3072-5282
Maciel Auditores S/S EPP
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3037-5034
Santa Catarina

Directivos Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3325-2251

Berkan Auditores Independentes
Blumenau, SC / Tel: (47) 3035-2668

Ferreira & Associados Auditores Independentes
Jaboatão dos Guararapes, PE
Tel: (81) 3453-5553

Martinelli Auditores
Joinville, SC / Tel: (47) 2101-1900

Guimarães & Associados Aud. e Cons. S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3465-0762

A Priori Auditores Independentes S/S
Aracaju, SE / Tel: (79) 3011-5005

PHF Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3467-4565
Referencial Auditores e Consultores S/S
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3421-9001
SA Leitão Auditores S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3366-9922
100Porcento Auditores Independentes S/S
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3242-2406
Rio de Janeiro
Acal – Auditores Independentes S/S
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2159-8801
BKR Lopes, Machado Auditores e Consultores
Rio de janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2156-5800

Baker Tilly Brasil MG Auditores
Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3118-7800

Criterio Auditores e Consultores
Associados S/C
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2233-0977

Castro, Serra, Nirdo Auditores
Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3226-6286

Crowe Horwath Bendoraytes e
Cia Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 3385-4662
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FSA Network
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2509-6200

Sergipe

Ricarte Contabilidade S/C LTDA
Aracaju, SE / Tel: (79) 2106-3800
São Paulo
4partners Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-2510
Aguiar Feres Auditores Independentes S/S
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3632-3100
Alonso Barreto e Cia Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3255-8310
Andreoli e Associados
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5052-6250
Ápice Auditores Independentes Ltda.
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3171-2727
Apply Auditores Associados
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3228-2700
Approach Auditores Independentes
Presidente Prudente, SP / Tel: (18) 3916-5185

The firms are listed by State, considering the association jurisdiction, which can be done in more than one
Ibracon’s Regional Section. The identification of the State does not mean the geographical area of operations,
information that should be consulted directly with the firm selected. Ibracon is not a certifying body of its associates.

Assessor Bordin Consultores
Empresariais Ltda
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3526-7346
Atac Auditores Independentes S/S
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3221-8879
Athros Auditoria e Consultoria
São Caetano, SP / Tel: (11) 4435-7302
Attest Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3237-3534
Audilink e Cia Auditores Ltda
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3819-2207
Audioesp Auditoria e Consultoria S/S
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3255-7966
Audisa Auditores Associados
Santana de Parnaíba, SP / Tel: (11) 3661-9933

Deloitte
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5186-1000
EY
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2573-3000
Evolução Auditores Independentes S/S
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3324-6696

Moore Stephens Prisma
Auditoria e Consultoria
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3019-7900

Exame Auditores Independentes
Nova Ribeirânia, SP / Tel: (16) 3514-5300

Narazzaqui HF & Cia – Auditores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5572-4156

Fabbri Auditores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3141-0398

Opinion Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3256-4864

Factual Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3877-6569

Padiani Auditores Independentes S/S
Boituva, SP / Tel: (15) 3263-1798

FSA Network
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3097-9994

Auditora Brasileira S/S
Limeira, SP / Tel: (19) 3701-4718

Galloro e Associados Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3255-0555

Azevedo Auditoria e Assessoria
Contábil Ltda.
Araçatuba, SP / Tel: (18) 3117-4500

Geasc – Auditoria, Assessoria
e Serviços Contábeis Ltda.
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2272-3501

BC Control Auditoria e Consultoria
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3828-0911
BDO RCS
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3848-5880
BKR Lopes, Machado
Auditores e Consultores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5041-4610
BLB Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3941-5999
Caaud Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 9.8609-7089
CCA Continuity Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2613-0293
Cokinos & Associados Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5085-0280
Conaud Auditores Independentes S/C
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3931-1718
Confiance Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5044-0683
Consulcamp Auditoria e Assessoria
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3231-0399
Cotrin e Associados Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3062-9185
Crowe Horwath Macro Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5632-3733
De Biasi Auditores Independentes
São José dos Campos, SP / Tel: (12) 2138-6000

Moore Stephens Lima Luchesi
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5561-2230

Grant Thornton Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3886-5100
Hirashima & Associados
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-0007

Padrão Auditoria S/S
São Paulo-SP / Tel: (11) 5080-5855
Partnership Auditores e Consultores S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3541-2992
Pemom Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2619-0500
Peppe Associados Consultores
e Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5531-9975
PP&C Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3883-1600
PwC
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3674-2000

Igaf – Rodyo’s Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5081-5458

Rengi Trevor Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2129-8980

Irmãos Campos e Cerbocini
Auditores Associados
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3675-1228

RM Auditoria Contabil – S/S
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3222-5848

JDM Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3872-1995
KPMG
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3940-1500
KSI Brasil Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3218-7795
LCC Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3798-3313
LM Auditores Associados
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5572-3962
Lopes Auditoria e Contab. Ltda.
Piracicaba, SP / Tel: (19) 3434-3659
Magalhaes Andrade Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3814-3377

Rodl e Partner Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11 )5094-6060
Sacho Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2796-2977
SGS Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3862-1844
Simionato Auditores Independentes
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3255-8040
Taticca Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3062-3000
Tríade Auditores e Consultores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3079-3022
Units Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-3793
Unity Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2869-8358

MAP Auditores Independentes EPP
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3288-9191

Upwards Auditores Independentes S/S EPP
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5503-6588

Mazars Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3524-4500

W.R.M Auditoria e Consultoria S/S Ltda
Bauru, SP / Tel: (14) 9.9148-7076
Base: september/17
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NOVA SEDE DE SÃO PAULO NO

BROOKLIN NOVO
Criada para transformar alunos em gestores de destaque, a Trevisan Escola de Negócios
avança mais uma etapa em sua trajetória. Sempre em busca de proximidade com o mundo
empresarial, agora estamos em nova sede no Brooklin Novo, próximo à Berrini, região que
conta com mais de 5 mil organizações e com novos diferenciais para você:

Infraestrutura e recursos tecnológicos
de ponta
Salas de aula modernas e práticas para
melhor aprendizagem
Espaço Arena do Saber para debates voltados
às áreas de contabilidade e auditoria
Biblioteca com espaço físico e virtual com
grandes títulos disponíveis

Trevisan Editora com títulos em diversas
áreas de negócios que podem ser
adquiridos através do site.
Curso de Ciências Contábeis EAD
(Pré-inscrições abertas)
Mestrado em Ciências Contábeis a partir
de 2019
Área verde e espaço de convivência
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